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Introduction
The term ‘wicked problem’ is used in science, 
planning and education to describe problems that 
are extremely complex in nature. Anthropogenic 
climate change is one such problem. Because 
there is no one-size-fits-all solution, no quick fix, 
climate change can be difficult to get your head 
around, let alone teach or respond to. This resource 
aims to help teachers/kaiako and their learners 
to understand the immediacy and complexity of 
this ‘wicked problem’. It offers a range of practical 
and proactive strategies for responding to 
the challenges. 

A collective and inclusive response is needed 
to mitigate and adapt to the predicted impacts 
of climate change. This response asks that we 
recognise the interconnectedness of all life on 
earth, as the impacts of climate change will be 
widely and diversely felt by all living things. 
Also essential to this response is the ability 
to communicate, listen to and respect varying 
perspectives and ideas. We are all in this together 
and can all be part of the solution. 

‘Huringa Āhuarangi: whakareri mai kia haumaru 
āpōpō | Climate Change: prepare today, live well 
tomorrow’ is a science-based, integrated learning 
programme. It focuses on Earth’s systems, the 
interconnectedness of the living world, and 
the impacts of anthropogenic climate change. 

It encourages learners to interpret, analyse and 
engage with science, and to understand that 
science knowledge changes over time. 

There is opportunity to consider a mātauranga 
Māori perspective in the learning programme, 
particularly around the interconnectedness of life 
on earth as expressed through the relationship 
between Papatūānuku and Ranginui. Other 
indigenous knowledge bases will contribute to a 
broader understanding of the interconnectedness of 
life on earth and help to inform possible responses. 

The programme builds understanding of climate 
change through an exploration of critical global, 
national, and local responses aimed at mitigating 
and adapting to predicted impacts. It is critical to 
consider indigenous responses, and – in particular 
for Aotearoa – to include those of whānau, hapū 
and iwi.

In exploring the challenges of climate change, 
ākonga are encouraged to develop and apply 
critical thinking, literacy skills, and communication 
competencies. They are prompted to think beyond 
themselves, to tautoko/support others, and to 
connect with the intergenerational community 
responding to the problem. 

Most importantly, the resource supports and 
empowers all learners to have a voice, to take 
action, and to play their part in a larger, 
systematic response.

Teaching and 
learning modules

The modules can be applied in sequence 
or independently, depending on learners’ 
existing awareness of climate change. 
For those who have limited prior learning 
it is suggested that the programme be 
followed in its entirety, and in the order 
suggested in the ‘User guide’. This will 
encourage a sound understanding of climate 
change science and explore potential 
responses to the challenges of climate 
change, whilst also supporting wellbeing.

HURINGA ĀHUARANGI: WHAKARERI MAI KIA HAUMARU ĀPŌPŌ
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Climate change 
wellbeing guide

Teachers/kaiako and ākonga will have 
different reactions when learning about 
and responding to climate change, with 
some experiencing strong emotions. 
Background information and activities 
to support wellbeing are included. 
Look for   to connect to the ‘Climate 
Change Wellbeing Guide’, a companion 
resource to the learning programme.

https://nzcurriculum.tki.org.nz/News/Climate-Change-Learning-Programme-Wellbeing-Guide
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“Plant more 
trees and save 
the bees.” 
JED
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Specific learning intentions
In alignment with Te Ao Māori and mātauranga Māori, learners will:

• explore climate change mitigation and consider how it relates to them

• evaluate climate change mitigation options and investigate the ways in which 
mitigation can reduce heat trapping gases

• reflect on individual and collective capabilities and explore the factors that can 
limit or encourage behaviour change

• learn how scientific knowledge about climate change can inform our 
behaviour, responses, and actions.

Success criteria
Learners will be able to:

• explain the concept of mitigation as it applies to the impacts of climate change

• outline how changes to behaviour can reduce the impacts of climate change

• consider different climate change mitigation strategies; consider the varying 
circumstances that will influence our choices

• relate how science and indigenous knowledge systems help to inform our 
behaviour, choices, and actions in relation to climate change.

MODULE SIX

Mitigating climate change impacts
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Though our knowledge and understanding of climate change continues to evolve, 
it is widely accepted that the rapid change in the Earth’s climate is caused by 
anthropogenic activity. Around the world, perspectives continue to develop 
regarding the best response to the environmental, social, economic and cultural 
impacts of climate change – both now, and in the future. The world as we know 
it – heavily reliant on fossil fuels for everyday life and function – is in unknown 
territory. However, due to a measurable increase in the release of heat trapping 
gases such as carbon dioxide (CO₂), scientists do know that some impacts 
are already locked in. How severe those impacts will be for all living things – 
including humans – is not yet known. That will depend on the behaviours and 
actions of humans from this point on.

Planning for the impacts of climate change – both known and predicted – come 
under two main categories of response: mitigation and adaptation.

Mitigation strategies aim to limit the severity of climate change and related 
effects. This includes strategies to reduce human emissions of heat trapping gases, 
and actions aimed at reducing the concentrations already in the atmosphere. 
For example, combustion engine cars run on fossil fuels which release heat 
trapping gases. Changing to a mode of transport that uses less fossil fuels or 
runs on renewable energy – such as electric bikes or cars – reduces the emissions 
of heat trapping gases and therefore the potential impacts of climate change.

Adaptation strategies focus on adjusting to current or expected climate change 
and its effects. For humans, adaptation aims to moderate or avoid harm, and 
take advantage of opportunities. The natural environment will generally adapt 
unless humans restrict species’ and ecosystems’ capacity to do so. It is important 
to understand that, without mitigation, adaptation alone cannot avert the risk 
of severe, widespread and irreversible impacts from climate change.

Please note: ‘Module Six: Mitigating Climate Change Impacts’ focuses on climate 
change mitigation. For more information on climate change adaptation, refer 
to ‘Module Five: Adapting to change’.

Predictive measures: reducing climate change impacts 

An effective response to the impacts of current and future anthropogenic climate 
change requires the ability to predict how concentrations of heat trapping gases 
in the atmosphere will change over time – i.e., will they increase, plateau, or 
reduce. In other words, will we continue to burn fossil fuels at current rates, or will 
the world shift towards renewable energy, reducing the amount of carbon dioxide 
(CO₂) released into the atmosphere? Will we change the way we deal with and 
think about waste so that we transition from a throwaway culture to one that 
values resources? We know that the severity of climate change will correspond 
to the amount of human-made emissions of heat trapping gases released into the 
atmosphere: the more we release, the more severe the impact. Therefore, unless 
fundamental and far-reaching shifts are made, anthropogenic climate change 
is likely to cause an increase in Earth’s temperature of around 2–5°C by the end 
of the 21st century. This increase would most likely lead to some of Earth’s major 
natural processes being severely changed or disrupted.

The good news – considering the 
complexity of the problem – is that 
the solution presenting itself is 
simple. The solution is us. Just as 
with COVID-19, we need to respond 
collectively and systematically, 
as one team of 8 billion. A team that 
agrees to reduce human emissions 
of heat trapping gases. A team that 
supports innovation and encourages 
behaviours aimed at reducing 
the concentration of heat trapping 
gasses in the atmosphere. A team 
that leaves no one behind – including 
all other living things – as we transition 
to a more sustainable and inclusive 
way of life.

If we don’t, the bad news is stark. 

Background information for teachers and kaiako
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Change scenarios and pathways

“In climate change research, scenarios describe plausible trajectories of 
different aspects of the future that are constructed to investigate the potential 
consequences of anthropogenic climate change. Scenarios represent many of 
the major driving forces – including processes, impacts (physical, ecological, and 
socioeconomic), and potential responses that are important for informing climate 
change policy. They are used to hand off information from one area of research 
to another (e.g., from research on energy systems and greenhouse gas emissions 
to climate modeling). They are also used to explore the implications of climate 
change for decision making (e.g., exploring whether plans to develop water 
management infrastructure are robust to a range of uncertain future climate 
conditions). The goal of working with scenarios is not to predict the future but 
to better understand uncertainties and alternative futures, in order to consider 
how robust different decisions or options may be under a wide range of possible 
futures” (Source: IPCC Scenario Process for AR5).

The Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) provide a picture of potential 
climate futures – from best to worst case scenarios. Their primary purpose is 
to provide time-dependent projections of atmospheric concentrations of heat 
trapping gases as a result of human activities.

Originally, four RCPs were developed, ranging from very high (RCP8.5) through 
to very low (RCP2.6) future concentrations. The numerical values of the RCPs 
(2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5) described the magnitude of changes predicted in the earth’s 
atmosphere by 2100. They are not temperatures or concentrations in themselves. 

Prior to the most recent reporting period, RCP 2.6 projections were considered 
to represent the minimum impacts we could expect assuming substantial 
mitigation is was undertaken (a then “best case” scenario). The RCP8.5 
projection reflects what could happen if we continue to increase emission levels 
(a “worst case” scenario). Now, however, to restrict temperature increases 
to meet the 1.5˚C goal of the Paris agreement, more stringent measures will 
be required than for RCP 2.6. These are reflected in a new RCP (RCP 1.9). 
Under RCP1.9, carbon dioxide (CO₂) concentrations would stabilize below 
430 ppm during the middle of this century, requiring substantial deployment 
of technologies to remove CO₂ from the atmosphere and store it. Scientists 
consider that the measures set out in RCP1.9 would give us a 66% chance of 
limiting temperature rise to less than 1.5˚C. It is important to note that even 
with the most ambitious reductions in, there will still be some continuing 
sea level rise and other adverse effects that will need to be managed. 

 Visit the NIWA website, Climate change scenarios for New Zealand.

The key question in climate change projections is not if, but when, changes will 
reach a certain threshold, and what the extent of those changes will be.

Figure 1: Atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO₂) concentrations for the four Representation Concentration 
Pathways. (Source: NIWA)

https://niwa.co.nz/our-science/climate/information-and-resources/clivar/scenarios
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Mitigation and Aotearoa New Zealand

As a small country at the bottom of the world, it is tempting to think any 
actions, positive or otherwise, won’t make a difference. However, climate change 
is a global issue. Aotearoa New Zealand is contributing to climate change, 
as well as mitigating the effects of climate change. So, how does doing our bit 
as individuals, whānau, hapū, iwi and communities, fit into a bigger national 
and global picture?

The Climate Change Commission (CCC) is “setting the pace”. As Aotearoa 
New Zealand’s most influential climate change organisation, it provides 
independent, evidence-based advice to the government on climate issues. 
This includes holding the government to account for its action on climate, 
and to its obligations stated in the Zero Carbon Act (2019). The CCC’s advice 
to the government in 2021 notes that Aotearoa New Zealand could meet the 
Zero Carbon targets without relying on new technologies, and still ensure that 
we thrive as a country, in a way that is fair to everybody. However, to do so we 
will need “strong and decisive” action now to change behaviours and encourage 
development and uptake of low emission technologies. The report sets out 
pathways for each sector of the economy, with intermediate targets on the way 
to meeting the 2050 goals set by the government. For example, for agriculture, 
the Commission recommends a pathway that by 2035 would see biogenic 
methane emissions from agriculture reduced by around 19%, and long-lived gases 
(primarily carbon dioxide (CO₂)) by 20%. For transport, the equivalent reduction 
target in carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions is 47%.

The government has already set in place a number of policies to mitigate our 
heat trapping gas emissions. However, the CCC is clear that it will need to do 
more. The government has signalled that more action will come later in 2021.

Aotearoa New Zealand already has the technologies to make the changes 
needed. However, the CCC recommends that, in some areas, more research needs 
to be done to help ensure a variety of options. Nowhere is this more apparent 
than for agriculture. Aotearoa New Zealand’s farmers are already highly efficient 
producers of processed animal proteins compared to their overseas counterparts. 
Processing meat exports in this country and transporting them to the other 
side of the world creates fewer emissions per unit of energy and protein than is 
created during the production of equivalent animal proteins in other countries. 
However, further changes can still be made to reduce emissions on our farms 
whilst maintaining, or even improving, productivity. Research is already 
presenting interesting opportunities, including breeding sheep that produce less 
methane (CH₄) and developing feed supplements that reduce methane (CH₄) 
generation in the digestive systems of cattle. Recently, Aotearoa New Zealand 
scientists have identified a native seaweed which, if able to be produced in 
sufficient quantities and fed as a supplement, could reduce methane (CH₄) from 
cows by up to 80%. Work is also underway to produce “climate smart” cows – 
animals that not only produce less methane (CH₄) but are also better physically 
adapted to thrive under changed climate conditions. For more information, 

 read the article ‘From red seaweed to climate-smart cows: New Zealand leads 
the fight against methane’ on The Guardian website.

It’s one thing to come up with good ideas but it’s another to put them into 
practice. That’s why an organisation called ‘He Waka Eke Noa ‘was set up in 
2020. This is a partnership between the government, the farming industry and 
Māori agribusiness. Its purpose is tackling agricultural emissions by getting 
alongside experts and policy makers to ensure that the tools and policies 
developed are fit-for-purpose, practical and cost-effective.  

 Visit the Ha Waka Eke Noa website.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jan/01/from-red-seaweed-to-climate-smart-cows-new-zealand-leads-the-fight-against-methane
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jan/01/from-red-seaweed-to-climate-smart-cows-new-zealand-leads-the-fight-against-methane
https://hewakaekenoa.nz/
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Conscious choices

The majority agree on the causes and effects of anthropogenic climate change, 
both around the world and locally. This is supported by a growing systematic 
response aimed at managing the effects. Underpinning this response are choices 
– big and small, positive and negative, individual and collective. We know there 
is still time to choose actions that will lessen the impacts of climate change. 
This includes influencing Government, business, decision makers, and community 
and institutional leaders. 

The RCPS highlight several climate change scenarios. Each ‘pathway’ makes 
a prediction of how concentrations of heat trapping gases in the atmosphere 
will change in the future as a result of human activity. What happens next, 
including any adaptation required, depends on the amount of heat trapping 
gases produced and released. That, in turn, is highly influenced by humanity’s 
actions and choices.

Two of the biggest anthropogenic climate change contributors are carbon 
dioxide (CO₂) and methane (CH₄). To reduce the release of harmful emissions 
will require a combination of innovative technology and mitigation. At the 
ground level this asks that, wherever possible, we make conscious decisions 
about how we move around, what we buy (including choices about packaging), 
what we eat, and how we interact. How can we do these everyday things in such 
a way that they will reduce the amount of harmful emissions being released? 

Bearing in mind that not everyone has equal access to the choices that will 
help (for example, by choosing to drive an e-vehicle instead of an older model 
vehicle), how can we support individual and collective behaviour change 
and increase access to choice?

Following is a climate change ‘conscious action’ mitigation guide – a partial list 
that the class could consider adding to. Some actions are reasonably easy, while 
others require more thinking, planning and resources.

Let’s get talking!

Wherever possible, we need to find appropriate ways to talk about climate 
change – what is happening and why. Most importantly, we need to ask what 
can we do collectively, and as individuals, to reduce the impacts caused by 
the release of harmful heat trapping gases.

Actions to consider: Listening to others and sharing knowledge and ideas can 
help to build support and a sense of agency. Chat to people younger and older 
than yourself – climate change requires all of us to work together to support 
each other. Reach out to those who are already experiencing the impacts of 
climate change directly, including our Pacific Island neighbours. Contact relevant 
government ministers to share your thoughts, ideas and actions. Look out for 
opportunities to influence local and national climate change plans. Find out 
about the He Pou a Rangi Climate Change Commission, set up to advise 
the Government on meeting our international obligations to reduce emissions. 

 Learn more on the Climate Change Commission website.

https://www.climatecommission.govt.nz/
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Being emissions aware

Once you know where most of your personal heat trapping gas emissions come 
from, you can choose to take the actions that have the biggest impacts.

Actions to consider: Get an indication of your ecological footprint by connecting 
to the  Global Footprint Network. And why not take it a ‘footprint’ further? 
What is your school’s footprint and what can be done to reduce it? Write to 
your mayor or local MP and ask what they’re doing to reduce emissions in their 
area. Or, take another step forward: email the Minister for Climate Change and/
or the Prime Minister to ask what they’re doing to support all of us to reduce 
our carbon footprint.

Drive and fly less

The transport sector contributes 47% of New Zealand’s total long-lived gases 
(primarily carbon dioxide CO₂). 

Actions to consider: Where possible, try active ‘renewable’ transport such 
as walking, cycling or scootering. When you are travelling by car, look for 
opportunities to share the ride with friends, whānau and/or colleagues. If it’s 
a viable option in your area, try using public transport. If you fly, consider paying 
a little more to offset your emissions.

Reduce electricity use

Heat trapping gas emissions are produced when we generate electricity and use 
gas. Aotearoa New Zealand has a high level of renewable electricity production, 
mostly from hydropower. The good news is that in 2019, a total of 84% 
of electricity generation came from renewable sources such as hydro (water) 
and wind. However, that still leaves 16% supplemented by burning fossil fuels.

Actions to consider: When and where possible, switch off lights and unplug 
electronics not in use. Consider washing laundry in cold water and drying 
it outdoors when appropriate. If you don’t already, try having shorter showers 
or shower before going to bed (as less fossil fuel-powered electricity is generated 
after 9 pm).

http://www.footprintcalculator.org/home/en
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Eat less meat and fewer dairy products

Internationally, the production of red meat and dairy products (such as cheese 
and butter) results in significantly more emissions of heat trapping gases than 
the production of chicken meat, fruit, vegetables and cereals per unit of protein 
produced. It can also require substantially more water to produce animal-based 
foods of equivalent calorific value, although this is dependent on geography 
and on production systems. Around 30% of the world’s land area is used for 
livestock production. It is one of the key reasons that forests are cut down in 
some parts of the world. In 2018, agriculture emissions in Aotearoa New Zealand 
made up about 90% of biogenic methane (methane produced in the gut of 
farmed ruminant animals) and 18% of long-lived gases. Overall, methane (CH₄) 
from farmed animals makes up about 43% of Aotearoa New Zealand’s total 
emissions of heat trapping gases – this despite the fact that farmers in Aotearoa 
New Zealand are amongst the most efficient producers of animal proteins in 
the world. Our methane (CH₄) production per kilogram of protein produced is 
very low relative to other countries. However, because pastoral farming is such 
a major part of our economy – with more cattle than people – the contribution of 
methane (CH₄) from our farmed animals is very high relative to all other sources.

Actions to consider: Consider reducing your consumption of meat and dairy 
products.  The Ministry of Health’s ‘Healthy Eating Guidelines’ recommend 
an eating pattern which is largely plant based and allows for moderate amounts 
of animal-based foods in line with nutritional guidelines. If you don’t already, 
and are in the position to do so, try a meatless day a week. For inspiration, visit 
the  ‘Meat Free Monday NZ’ website and  ‘The Better Base’ website. A recent 
study from Otago University found that if our daily intake of food aligned with 
the recommended dietary guidelines, gas emissions from our food would drop 
by at least 4% – and much more, depending on the degree of dietary change. 

 Read about the study on ‘Environmental Health Perspectives’ website.

Buy local and in season

When we choose to buy produce made or grown in Aotearoa New Zealand 
we are not only helping the local economy. Our choices also help to reduce 
the amount of heat trapping gases being released into the atmosphere because, 
as a general rule, less travel between grower/maker and consumer means that 
less fossil fuels are produced.

Actions to consider: If possible, plant your own vegetables and fruit trees. 
Look out for in-season foods grown in Aotearoa New Zealand that have not 
travelled long distances. For bigger purchases, consider options that are made 
in Aotearoa New Zealand or, if not, are manufactured in carbon neutral ways. 
Increasingly, product labels contain good information about the sustainability 
of their production, including carbon footprint.

https://www.health.govt.nz/publication/eating-and-activity-guidelines-new-zealand-adults
https://www.meatfreemonday.org.nz/
https://thebetterbase.com/
https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/doi/10.1289/EHP5996
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Refuse, reduce, reuse, recycle

The best way to reduce waste is not to create it in the first place! All products 
require energy and materials to be built, packaged, transported and sold, 
releasing heat trapping gases along the way.

Actions to consider: If you can, compost your kitchen scraps and garden waste, 
turning them into yummy ‘carbon sink’ soil. Look out for products that have less 
plastic packaging. Wherever possible, take your reusable bags when shopping. 
Try making the most of what you already have by maintaining and repairing 
products where possible.

Plant trees

In Aotearoa New Zealand forests offset nearly 30% of our heat trapping gas 
emissions. A regenerating native forest can remove more than 8 tonnes of carbon 
dioxide (CO₂) per hectare per year from the atmosphere over its first 50 years. 
Coastal vegetation can reduce erosion and minimise the impact of waves, floods, 
and gradual changes such as sea level rise. Trees provide shade, and this has 
a cooling effect in towns and cities.

Actions to consider: If the opportunity arises, plant native trees at school 
as native plants provide food and shelter for birds and other wildlife. Explore 
opportunities to get involved in a community planting, dune care, or coastal 
group in your area. DOC is a great place to discover restoration and volunteer 
groups in your region.  ‘Planning and planting a native garden’ (DOC website) 
and  ‘Volunteer for Conservation’ (DOC website).

Conserve water

Climate change is likely to have an impact on our water resources. Water supply 
may be altered due to changes in temperature and rainfall patterns, and water 
demand is likely to increase during the summer months as temperatures increase.

Actions to consider: If keen and able, look out for opportunities to replace 
lawns with native plants: a grass lawn uses 80% more water than maintaining 
native plants. If you don’t already, try shorter showers and turn off the tap when 
brushing your teeth. If you can, collect rainwater or ‘grey water’ such as water 
from laundry or showering and use it to water the garden.

We are all in this together

Human activity caused the rapid change in the climate. Together, we can fix it up 
– young and old, big and small. We don’t want to leave anyone behind, and this 
includes all other living things.

Actions to consider: Discover ways you can support and protect animals and 
restore their habitats in your area. DOC’s ‘Volunteer for Conservation’ is a good 
place to start, as is your local council or Forest and Bird. Share thoughts, 
knowledge, ideas and experiences. Together is better, together is stronger.

For a comprehensive guide on living a more low carbon lifestyle, plus further 
ideas for action on climate change,  visit the ‘Gen less’ website.

https://www.doc.govt.nz/our-work/motukarara-conservation-nursery/planning-and-planting-a-native-garden/
https://www.doc.govt.nz/get-involved/volunteer/
https://genless.govt.nz/for-everyone/
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MODULE SIX

Teaching and learning sessions
Referenced worksheets 
can be found at the end 
of the module.

Activity: What is mitigation?

Teachers/kaiako discuss with the ākonga their understanding of mitigation 
and then share the definition of mitigation: the process of making something 
less severe, hazardous, harmful or painful.

After sharing the definition, teacher’s and kaiako may want to revisit the 
discussion and examples shared, asking how the idea of mitigation might apply 
to learners’ lives, for example: a pharmacist providing painkillers to mitigate/
reduce pain; speaking calmly and kindly to a friend who is disappointed to 
encourage them and to soothe their feelings of disappointment; sweeping paths 
and clearing drains and gutters to reduce the impact of flooding during a big 
rainstorm; opening windows and doors to let the breeze through on a hot day 
to reduce excess heat and humidity in a room.

Building on their understanding of mitigation, discuss what they think climate 
change mitigation means, as well as its relationship with climate change 
adaptation. At this point, it is important to highlight that, without mitigation, 
adaptation alone cannot avert the risk of severe climate change impacts. In 
this context, mitigation is any action taken to reduce or remove the causes 
of climate change. It involves actions that remove greenhouse gases from the air 

Session one: Mitigation and climate change

Learning intentions

Ākonga explore the concept of mitigation and apply it to climate change, 
exploring how human behaviours, big and small, can help to reduce 
harmful impacts.

or prevent more greenhouse gases from being released into the air. Reflecting 
on their understanding of climate change causes and impacts from Modules 1–4, 
invite ākonga to share behaviours or actions that may help mitigate the impacts 
of climate change. Are they currently taking any actions to reduce or remove 
the causes of climate change? What are some of the challenges that may limit 
our ability to choose, and/or to make change?

Teacher/Kaiako reflection and wellbeing check: As the programme moves 
to learning about and through action for climate change, reflect on 
wellbeing and student and ākonga success criteria.
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Activity: ‘Be the change’ charades

What you need:

• Worksheet 1: ‘Be the change’ charades

• Worksheet 2: Be the change

• Worksheet 3: Mitigation gas match

• a stopwatch.

To get ready: Cut out the separate mitigation actions cards (10 in total). Fold 
and place them into a container ready for ākonga to select from. 

Next, the teacher/kaiako explains the game: Ākonga choose one mitigation action 
card, then act out that action/behaviour without speaking or making sound 
effects, as in a standard game of charades. Their teammates have to guess what 
they are acting out in the shortest time possible. Usually, the game is played by 
two competing teams, although it can work with several groups too. During each 
turn, one person acts out a phrase for their teammates to guess. Teachers/kaiako 
use a stopwatch to track the time, giving a maximum of two or three minutes 
for each turn. At the end, the team whose action is guessed the fastest wins.

The ākonga ‘act out’ the phrase in CAPITAL LETTERS. Once their team has 
guessed the phrase, they read out the ‘explanation’ and ‘actions that can be 
taken’ to the wider group.

Common Charades gestures and signals

While playing, there are some common signals that help both the person acting 
out the phrase and their team.

• Correct word: When someone calls out the right word, point at that person 
and nod your head.

• The number of words in the title or phrase: Hold up that number of fingers.

• Acting out a particular word: Hold up three fingers for “third word,” etc., make 
sure the team acknowledges that they understand that you are talking about 
the third word, then act out the third word for the team to guess.

• Indicate the number of syllables in a word: Tap the number of fingers that 
match the number of syllables in the word against your opposite forearm 
a couple of times until your team acknowledges that they understand the 
number of syllables in the word.

• ‘Rhymes with’ or ‘sounds like’: Either cup your hand around your ear or tug on 
your ear.

• Little words or prepositions: Bring your thumb and index fingers close 
together. Your teammates should start calling out every short word that comes 
to mind (on, in, the, and, and so on) until the actor touches their nose to 
indicate that it’s the right word.

• Longer version of a word: If your team guesses a short version of a correct 
word, like “swim” instead of “swimming,” pretend to stretch an elastic band 
between your two hands to show that they should stretch that word out 
somehow.

• Shorter version of a word: To shorten a guess from “singing” to “sing” make 
a chopping motion with your hand.

• Indicate that teammates are close: Make a “come here” motion to keep 
the guesses coming.

After the game, teachers/kaiako discuss with the ākonga:

• actions that they are already doing and/or are keen to do

• challenges or limitations to doing any of the actions; ways to overcome these 
challenges or to support those who currently aren’t able to

• other actions that they could do that were not part of the game. (They may 
want to create their own cards or another game that teaches and encourages 
actions that mitigate climate change effects)

• the balance between actions that support reducing emissions and actions 
that are either neutral or potentially add harmful emissions to the atmosphere. 
At this point, it is recommended teachers/kaiako share that any positive action 
makes a difference, even if ākonga are not able to do everything and/or still 
act in ways that don’t help to reduce emissions. Emphasis should be placed 
on the collective and wider response to climate change impacts.

Follow up

To support the discussion above, teachers/kaiako may want to share 
‘Worksheet 2: Be the change’ with the ākonga, emphasising that most of 
the time, we can choose to take positive actions for climate change, both big 
and small. Discussion can explore how learners make choices that align with 
their individual and collective circumstances. ‘Worksheet 3: Mitigation Gas Match’ 
can also be referred to, to reinforce how their actions connect with mitigating 
heat trapping gas emissions.
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Activity: Take a garden insect census

This activity from the Department of Conservation encourages ākonga to take 
a garden insect census to find out whether they have a good range of bugs 
and beetles in their school and/or backyard at home.

What you need for each activities:

• spade

• garden gloves

• magnifying glass

• light coloured plastic tray or container lid (light colours work best as it makes 
it easier to see what you have found)

• invertebrate ID guide and tally sheet (on DOC website)

• camera/device for taking photos

• a clean empty yoghurt pot for the pitfall trap.

For the full activity description, invertebrate ID guide and tally sheet, 
 visit the DOC website, ‘Take a garden insect census’.

Session two: Being with nature for nature

Learning intentions

Ākonga consider the whakapapa relationship that is part of the Māori 
world view to explore the notion of a deep connection to nature as 
they learn about and respond to climate change. Understanding and/or 
embracing this viewpoint helps learners to draw inspiration and hope from 
the natural world, emphasising that as living things, we are in this together.

The following activity provides an opportunity to explore the unique 
whakapapa relationship (according to Māori) between insects and other 
living things within their environment. This will impact on the ākonga ‘world 
view’ of the insects and possibly inform ways of being, in relation to them.

https://www.doc.govt.nz/get-involved/conservation-activities/take-a-garden-insect-census/
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Additional resources and activities to support all sessions

CoastAdapt: CoastAdapt is an information delivery and decision support 
framework. Although focused on Australia, it provides some interesting 
and useful generic infographics about adaptation and the RCPs. For more 
information,  visit the CoastAdapt website.

Global watch: ‘Greta Thunberg | A Young Protester Changing The World’, 
is a video from the ‘Inspiring Women of Goalcast’ series. At a young age, Greta 
Thunberg recognised that there was a huge disconnect between the evidence 
from climate experts and the actions being taken in society. Frustrated by 
this lack of action, she decided to take matters into her own hands. Greta is 
a young Stockholm native who became a globally recognised climate change 
activist while she was still in primary school. She loves animals and has a 
passion for books and science. After becoming interested in the environment 
as a child, Greta convinced her family to adopt a sustainable lifestyle. 

 Watch ‘Greta Thunberg | A Young Protester Changing The World’ on YouTube.

Local watch: ‘Climate change strikes across NZ’ (Source: News Hub on YouTube 

Sept 2019). The School Strike 4 Climate movement has been growing 
momentum, making the voices of children and young people heard and 
enabling intergenerational discussion and cooperation. This News Hub 
clip ‘Climate change strikes across NZ’ shares actions taken in Sept 2019. 

 Watch ‘Climate change strikes across New Zealand’ on YouTube.

Global read: Part of the UN Environment Programme, children and young 
people speak out about the climate crisis. Learn about the actions children 
and young people around the world are taking towards mitigating and 
adapting to the impacts of climate change on  unep.org.

Local read: ‘An Open Letter from the Youth of Aotearoa’ on Our Action 
Station shares a strong message – “We are the youth of Aotearoa. 
Your children. Your grandchildren. Your future leaders. We have an 
urgent message for you, supported by thousands of New Zealanders”. 

 Read ‘An Open Letter from the Youth of Aotearoa’.

‘Accidental Plastics’ by Kate Potter, Connected 2013 Level 4 – Are You Sure? 
From your toothbrush to your television, plastic products are absolutely 
everywhere. It’s difficult to imagine life without these synthetic compounds. 

 Read the article ‘Accidental Plastics’.

‘Lighting the Way with Solar Energy’ by Andrew & Anna Dickson, 
Connected 2015 Level 4 – Is That So? When Tokelau decided to switch 
to renewable energy, they thought critically about all the options. They 
decided that solar energy was a cost-effective option well suited to the 
sunny Tokelauan climate. Over four thousand solar panels were installed 
on Tokelau, making it the first country in the world to use 100% renewable 
energy. Now the people of Tokelau hope to inspire others to make the switch. 

 Read the article ‘Lighting the Way with Solar Energy’.

https://coastadapt.com.au/infographics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5iHuSFJIEI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuQm8tGWKYY
https://www.unep.org/news-and-stories/story/children-speak-out-about-climate-crisis
https://our.actionstation.org.nz/petitions/climate-declaration-from-the-youth-of-aotearoa-2
https://instructionalseries.tki.org.nz/Instructional-Series/Connected/Connected-2013-level-4-Are-You-Sure/Accidental-Plastics
https://instructionalseries.tki.org.nz/Instructional-Series/Connected/Connected-2015-level-4-Is-That-So/Lighting-the-Way-with-Solar-Energy
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WORKSHEET 1: ‘Be the change’ charades – master 1 of 3

Let’s get talking – now!
Explanation

In the right time and place, it helps to talk about climate change – what is 
happening and why. Most importantly, what can we do collectively and as 
individuals, to reduce the impacts stemming from the release of harmful heat 
trapping gases?

Actions to consider

Listening to and sharing knowledge and ideas can help build support. Chat 
to people younger and older than yourself – climate change requires all of us 
to work together and support each other. Reach out to those experiencing 
the impacts of climate change, including our Pacific Island neighbours – write 
a letter, email, card etc., be creative! Contact relevant government ministers 
about your thoughts, ideas and actions. Look out for opportunities to 
influence local and national climate change plans.

Drive and fly less
Explanation

In Aotearoa New Zealand in 2018, carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions were mainly 
produced by transport (47%).

Actions to consider

If able, try using ‘active’ transport that doesn’t use fossil fuels – walk, scoot, 
cycle, etc., especially for shorter trips. Where and if you can, use public 
transport, or, if the opportunity is available, share a car ride with friends 
and whānau.

Know your heat trapping footprint
Explanation

If you have an indication of where most of your heat trapping gas 
emissions are coming from, you can choose to take the actions that have 
the biggest impacts.

Actions to consider

Get an indication of your Ecological Footprint by connecting to the Global 
Footprint Network. And why not take it a ‘footprint’ further? What is your 
school’s footprint and what can be done to reduce it?

We are all in this together
Explanation

Human activity caused the rapid change in the climate. Together, we can fix it 
too – young and old, big or small. But we don’t want to leave anyone behind, 
including all other living things.

Actions to consider

Discover ways you can support and protect animals and restore their habitats 
in your area. DOC’s ‘Volunteer for Conservation’ is a good place to start as 
is your local council or Forest and Bird. Find opportunities to talk to those 
younger or older than you. Share thoughts, knowledge, ideas and experiences. 
For a comprehensive guide on living a more low carbon lifestyle, plus further 
ideas for action on climate change, visit the ‘Gen less’ website.

Together is better, together is stronger.
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WORKSHEET 1: ‘Be the change’ charades – master 2 of 3

Buy local and in season
Explanation

When we choose to buy products made or grown in Aotearoa New Zealand, 
we are not only helping the local economy, but our choices also reduce 
the amount of heat trapping gases being released into the atmosphere. 
As a general rule – less travel means less fossil fuels.

Actions to consider

Where/if possible, help plant your own vegetables and fruit trees. Help 
your family/whānau to look out for in-season foods grown in Aotearoa 
New Zealand that have not travelled long distances.

Water is precious
Explanation

Climate change is likely to have an impact on our water resources. Water 
demand is likely to increase during the summer months as temperatures 
increase and rainfall patterns change. 

Be proactive in developing household or farm water conservation measures.

Actions to consider

If able, help replace lawns with native plants. A grass lawn uses 80% more 
water than maintaining native plants. If you don’t already, try shorter showers 
and turn off the tap when brushing your teeth. If you can, collect rainwater 
and use it to water the garden.

Refuse, reduce, reuse, recycle
Explanation

The best way to reduce waste is not to create it in the first place! All products 
require energy and materials to be built, packaged, transported and sold, 
releasing heat trapping gases along the way.

Actions to consider

If possible, compost kitchen scraps and garden waste to make a yummy 
‘carbon sink’ that your soil will love. If helping with the shopping, look for 
things with less packaging and take reusable bags. Make the most of what 
you already have by maintaining and repairing things where possible.

Reduce electricity use
Explanation

Heat trapping gas emissions are produced when we use electricity and gas. 
The good news is that in 2019, a total of 84% of electricity generation came 
from renewable sources such as hydro (water) and wind. That still leaves 16% 
supplemented by burning fossil fuels.

Actions to consider

If you are able, switch off lights and electronics when not in use. If you help 
with the laundry, try using cold water and drying washing outdoors when 
possible. If you don’t already, have short showers.
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WORKSHEET 1: ‘Be the change’ charades – master 3 of 3

Eat less meat and fewer dairy products
Explanation

Red meat and dairy production produces heat trapping gas emissions 
and requires a lot of water. Around 30% of the world’s land area is used 
for livestock production, making it one of the key reasons for cutting down 
forests. Overall, methane (CH4) from farmed animals makes up about 43% 
of Aotearoa New Zealand’s total emissions of heat trapping gases – even 
though our farmers are amongst the most efficient producers of animal 
proteins in the world.

Actions to consider

If you don’t already, and are in the position to do so, you and your family/
whānau could consider having a day a week without meat. For meatless 
recipes, visit the websites ‘Meat Free Monday NZ’ and ‘The Better Base’. 
Ask your teacher/kaiako about the ‘Healthy Eating Guide for Children 
and Young People’.

Plant trees, including natives
Explanation

Aotearoa New Zealand forests offset nearly 30% of our heat trapping 
gas emissions. 

A regenerating native forest can remove more than 8 tonnes of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) per hectare per year from the atmosphere over its first 50 years. 
Coastal vegetation can reduce erosion and minimise the impact of waves, 
floods, and gradual changes such as sea level rise. 

Trees provide habitats and shade (which has a cooling effect in towns 
and cities).

Actions to consider

If the opportunity is there, plant native trees at school or at home with 
whānau. Consider getting involved in a community planting, dune care 
or coastal group in your area. Check out DOC’s website ‘Volunteer for 
Conservation’ for opportunities in your region, and ‘Planning and planting 
a native garden’.
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WORKSHEET 2: Be the change

ACTION
‘The big one’

For example: These are actions that require thought, research and planning.
They may require talking to others including parent(s)/caregiver(s) or learning 
from experts.

ACTION
‘The good many’

For example: These are actions that are just as important as ‘the big one’ but 
may be easier to do. Or, it may be something you’re already doing.

DEACTIVATE
‘Taking time out’

For example: We all need time out to relax and reenergise. This could include 
hanging out with friends, spending time outdoors in nature, watching 
favourite series, or playing your favourite game.

INACTION
‘Delaying’

For example: Even though we may be keen to make changes, we are not 
always able to due to our circumstances. It’s ok. Remember, most of the time, 
there are opportunities to make decisions that can help.
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WORKSHEET 3: Mitigation gas match

If possible, bike, scoot, walk or bus. Water is precious – try shorter showers and 
turn off the tap when brushing your teeth.

Get to know your heat trapping footprint.

Where possible, plant trees, including natives.

Let’s get talking – now!

Where you can, reduce electricity use.

Consider eating less meat and fewer 
dairy products.

When possible, refuse, reduce, reuse, recycle.

Look out for locally made, grown 
and in season. All living things are all in this together.

Carbon dioxide 
(CO₂)

Methane 
(CH₄)

Nitrous oxide 
(N₂O)

After playing ‘Be the Change’ charades, try matching the mitigation ‘action to consider’ with the heat trapping gas emissions that it will reduce. 
Some will link to more than one gas. You may need to do a bit more research. Try adding two or more of your own!
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